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Present paper ennunciates some practical ll[)plications of fuzzy set theory in problems of 
man-machine communication. Problems are recognition of vowel speech sounds and identification 
or speakers from spoken words. Data used are derived from acoustic-phonetic and spectrograpblc 
an<llysi~ of large number of Hindi and Tclugu (two of the major Indian Languages) speeeh sounds. 
II i~ explained that Fuzzy SCI tbeory provides a suitable algorithm wbich is substantively 
difFerent from the conventional qua,ltitalirc methods of system analysis yet presents an appro
ximatc but effectiYe means of describing the behaviour of systems which are too ill-defined for 
precise mathematical analysis. In this paper, two decision algorithmic methods developed from 
Furz~' set theory and applied for machine recognirion of vowels and identification of speakers 
\\ i III Telugu nnd Hindi speech soumIs are presented along with the results of experiments. 
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Simi/Mil.\' /'('c/or, Pattern Recognition, Recogllition Score 

H.[~f.NT paper is a part of tile work being

P lomlucted on man-machil1l: cOIl\Jllunication 
rcse:lrch (DUltll Majumdar ct!ll. 1 96811, 

:')bSb, 1969, 1975, 1976, Outta 1974({, 
I 'J7:.lb) at the Electronics and Communication Science 
1krtL. of Indian Stati~tical Institute. There 
.i I r \ ariou~ appro?ches leading to t he machine 
recognition of pntlern~ as suggested by 
dillermt authors (Dutn Majumder ct a1. 1975. 
I)UllJ 197411, Sebestyen 1962, Fu 1968). BUl most 
\d the ~ituations in the fleld of natuml and social 
'L'lences are too ill-defined to be analysed. To study 
,liC" comrlex behaved systems, the concept of fuzzy 
,ct, and its subsequent developments in decision 
proces~es (Zadeh 1965, 1973) could be applied to a 
rca~ollable extenl. This algorithm is approximate 
but provides an effective and more flexible basis for 
analysis of systems which are not precisely defined. 

This paper would first of all, present briefly an 
introduction to fuzzy sets with associated operations, 
then describe two methods for classificatory analysis 
on the basis of fuzzy algorithm and finally their 
IIYI plemenLalion on somc practical problems. Fi ['st 
method is based on computation of weighted distance 
t'wllction and second method is based on computa
tlUll of the similarity vcctors of the property sets. 
firsLly, machine recognition of vowel speech sounds 
b'lth for lhe Telugu and Hindi spoken words and 
~ccondly, speaker identification using the same data 
\\ere el'perimcnted with. But the recognition algo
Illhlll for speaker identification could be further 

'l)er~~~' ~-TEieclronics & Communication Science, lndian 
SlaliSlical Instilute. Calculul 700 035. 

extended to any number varying in sex and age. 
All the data processing was conducted on the flee
lronics Digilal Com pUler Honeywell 400. 

FUZZY SET AND ITS OPERATIONS 

A class of events Xl' X 2 , ••.•.• , x .. in the universe 
of discourse U is defined as a fuzzy set (A), if their 
transition from membership to non-membership is 
continuous rather than abrupt. Xli X 2' •.•..• , X K 

represent the supports of A at which the value of 
membership function foIA(x) characterising the grade of 
membership of x in A is positive ranging between 
zero and one. A fuzzy set A with the finite number 
of supports could therefore be viewed as 

It = {(foIA(Xi), Xl)} . (I) 

In summation form, 

A = foil/XI + foIJX t + .. ,... + J.I,-ro/X" 

or, A = Ui (y.l/Xi)' i = 1,2, '" ... , n (2) 

where + sign stands for the union of supporting 
points, rather than arithmetic sum. ""/ being the 
grnde of membrship of X, in A denotes the degree 
to whicll an event Xi may be a member of A. or 
belong to A, and as it approaches unity, the grade of 
membership of Xl in A becomes higher. For example, 
foIA(X') l indicates strictly the containment of the0'_7 

event Xi in A and if Xi on the other hand does not 
belong to A, foIA,(XI) = O. Any intermediate value 
would represent the degree upto which Xi could be 
a member of It. 

If the support of a fuzzy set is only a single point 
x, ( U, then 

A = foil/XI (3) 
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is called fuzzy singleton. Thus A = I Ix} for Jkl,-"I 

would obviously denote a non-fuzZ) singleton. 
Basic operations related to fuzzy sets A and B 
having membership values I-'A(X) and I-'B(") respec
tively are summarized here. 

(i) A is equal to B (A ~ B)� 
=> I-'Ax) = iLB(X)J for V .\' (4)� 
(ii) A is complement of B (A= I B) 

'* (i-I-'B(X)) I-'Ax) , for V x (5)-c.:; 

(iii) A is subset of B (A C B) 
=> I-'A(X) " iLB(X), for V x (6)� 
(il') Union of A and B (A U B)� 

=> I-'AUB (x) = V [I-'Ax). I-'B(X)] , for V x (7)� 
V denotes maximum� 

(I') Intersection of A and B (AnB)� 

=> I-'A nB(X) = 1\� [1-'.4 (x), I-'B(.\')J . for y x. (8) 
1\ denotes minimum 

(I'i) Product of A� and B (AB) 

=> iLAB(X) = iLA(X) iLB(X), for y -y. (9) 
In addition to the above mentioned operations, 

there are other operations applied on fuuy set A. 
These are, 

(i) Concentration of A (CON (A) 
=> P.CON(A) (x) = ~.ACx)F, for y x (10) 
(ii) Dilation of A (DIL (A) 

=> I-'DIL(A) (x) =-- [p.AXWI2, for y .\ (II) 
Iii) Contrast Jntensification of A (INT (A» 

P[p.A(x)F • 0 < p..,t(x) ~ 0.5 
=>� P.lNT(A) (x) = ~ (12)

l [1-2( I-p.A(x)n 0.5~p.A{x)~1.0. 
All these operations have the effect of altering the 

fuzziness of a set. Effect of DIL (A) is opposite 
to that of concentration which reduces the mag
nitude of iLA (x) in relatively smaller amount for 
those x having higher membership value in A com
pared to those with low P.A value. Contrast intensi
fication as its name implies, reduces the fuzziness of 
A by increasing the value of p..4 (x) which are above 
0.5 and decreasing those which are below it. 

DECISION ALGORlTIiM 
Consider an N-dimensional feature vector space 

O:c containing IJI ill-defined pattern classes CI> C2 , 

... Cj , ... Cm to be recognized with defined set of 
N-dimensional prototypes R11 R2 , ... R" ... R." 
such that 

R,<'l E Rj 

1·= 1, 2, ... hj; hJ is the number of reference vectors 
in set R i . 

Present classification model aims to assign an 
unknown event with N number of features 

x = [:: ] 
XN 

in O:D' to its appropriate class Cj for which its 
Jk-value I-',(x) or magnitude of the similarity vector 
Sj(x) possesses maximum value where XII represents 
the nth measured feature the event has. 

Method 1 

lf Win (having magnitude less than or equal to 

unity) and R jn associated with jth class represent the 

magnitude of weighting co-efficient and reference 
feature respectively for 11th component and XI!1l is the 
numerical value of nth component for ith token in 
Cj containing M no of events such that 

1
yf!jll2 = -----:...,.---

M 

2 ( 13)_I . '" X'ln2 -Rin
M~ 

I-I 
M 

Rift = ~ LX/11l' (14) 
i~= 1 

Then membership function of an unkno\\n pattern 
X corresponding to jth class could be expressed as 

p.J(x) =� (J 5)[1 +[Itx ER,) JF Jl 
where E j\ an arbitrary positive constant and F is 
any integer. These constants are included only to 
affect the fuzziness of a set (Dutta Majumder and Pal 
J976). Here d(X, R j ), the distance between X and 
prototype Rj is defmedt as the smallest of the distances 
between X and each reference vector Rpl in Rj . 

Thus 
I ('1 \

d(X. R i ) = 1\ I j X-R, 

N 
I 

and !X_R/J 
\ = [2)W1n tXn-Rjn(I)]2 J2 (16) 

n=l 

where I -- I, 2, , hj 

j = 1.2•..................• 1/1. 

Equation (15) defmes the grade of membership of 
X in C1 and its iL-value would be 1 for d (X, Rj) '
O. Thus an unknown pattern X could be identirlecl 
to be a member of kth class if iLk. (X) is maximum 
I.e. 

if iLk (x) ..,., V [iLl (x) ], decide X ~ Ck (17) 
.i and k may have any integer value from to 11/. 

Method II 
Let PI' P2' , PII J PN be the N 

properties each of which represents some aspects of 
the unknown pattern X and has value only in [he 
interval [0, I] such that 

Pn=[I+ IXIl~xll /FJ-l (18) 

tThis is one of the most accepted definitions of tbe dislanc':) 
function used in statistical classificatory analysis (Rao 1952. 
Sebestyen 1962). 
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h where shorter and Jongc::r subsets being phonetIcally 

where x" = \; I h L x n (19) alike are treated in the same class..I" (11 

1= I 

J' . no. of refer<:nce vectors in a class. Constants E 
and F Jut' e the same effects as in the previous 
method in affecting the fuzziness of a set. 

There are II no. of reference prototypes in a class 
II and each prototype may be represented as 

R//) = {PJ,({) .Jizl({) .......1'''1 (1) PN/ Il } (20)
 

I -::- I. 2, h 
j = 1,2, m 

/'",\/) denotes the property Pn of the Ith prototype 
to C,. Then the similarity vector S, (X) for the 
pattern X with respect to jth class is 

Slx) - {S1f' S1f S"j ......• SNI} (21) 

\\ here numerical value of .l'n, denoting the degree 

1I ~)LO \\ hlch 11th property of X re:-.cm bk~ with that of 
nil cia" i~ given by 

h 
l~ \11 

,,·here s",. = II L.. Snj	 (22) 

1=1 

Sni(/)	 (23)= [1 +A / Pt~(,:;~/" IJ"l 
./ IS any positive comtant. Thus. the grade of 

mClll bcr~hi p of an unknown pattern X ---; {PI> [J2 

... p., PN} with reference to all the classes 
,Ire found from·the magnitudes of their correspond
111g similarity vectors and decide it to belong to Ck 
if. 

. , S"l' -- Sh1
II I, ,2, , lv (24) 

k. I 1.~ II1. 

1\1PLEMENTATION OF THE THEORY AND 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

To demonstrate the application of the theory to 
the problem of vowel speech sound and speaker 
recognition. vowel formant frequencies Fl , F~, and 
;.~ were extracted from selected Telugu and Hindi 
~pecch samples in CNC combination (Dutta 
J',lajumder et a1. )974, )973). There are 10 sets of 
TclllgU vowels which were transformed to 6 classes 
~".h.ich are phonetically non-identical namely. / '0/, 
ia:/, /1/, lUI. /E/ and /0/ such that 

C, :J C,l-,	 Cl : 
Cu :J e,,·l, C" : 
CE :J C,1-, C. : 

and Co :J CO·l, Co : 

Thus in the present problem, N = 3, j has maximum 

value of 6 and h equals 1 for C, and Ca: and 2 
for C. Cu, Ce and Co' 

Table I sho\'\'s typical values of formants for each 
vowel. Let us consider for example, the sample of 
class [JJ whose d(X, R,) values are 

For Class	 taj = 4.93
 
[a:] '" 11.67
 
[I] 1\ [1.08, L80] ~ l.08 
[Uj = 1\ [8,64, 13.57J = 8.64 
[El = 1\ [2.67, 1.57J = 1.57 

and [OJ = 1\ [8.11, 18.80J ~ 8.11 

Corresponding p;-values with E=F= 1 are found 
from eqn. (15) to be 0.17. 0.08, 0.48, 0.10. 0.39 and 
0.11 respectively and verify its containment in C/. 
Besides, these values defining the degree to which it 
resembles the membership of the class to which it 
belongs other possible order of classes is indicated 
to be ,;EI, leI, /UI.IOI and /a ;/. This serialized result 
is similar to their phonetical ordt'r. 

Again membership values computed on formants 
of vowel lor (Table I) come to be p;, -= 0.24. p;u: 
"'7. 0.17, fLl = 0.13, fLU = 0.28, fLE = 0.23 and 
1-'0 = 0.54 and decide the classes in order of possi
bility as /0/, /Uj, /E/, ra/, /a:1 and IfI which is 
almost correct from the same point of view. 

There are about 900 such samples whose proper 
classes were assigned exactly in same way and results 
are tabulated in Table 2. Maximum number of 
misrecognized samples for vowels III /EI 1""/ /".', ,J / v,	 1""1, 

lUI and 101 as expected correspond to classes /E!, 
11/, fa), /3/, /01 and /U/ respectively. 

TABLE .__. TYPICAL VALUES OF FORMANT
 
FREQUENCIES
 

\'owe! class F I (Hz) F. (Hz) F. (Hz) 

/0/ 550 1550 2400 
ja:! 700 1200 2550 
III 400 2250 2600 
lUI 350 0850 2600 
lEI 500 1900 2650 
10/ 500 0950 2600 

TABLE 2--RECOGNITION SCORE FOR TELUGUVOWELS 
Actual Vowel Class 

Classified 
a~ /81 ia :! !I! lUi IE:' ;0, 

fa i 52 17 I 15 7 

la :1 s 70 
III 155 25 

lUI 1 144 34 

lEI 9 17 154 l 

10.1 2 2 6 13 138 
Recognition	 72.2 78.65 90.1 95.36 74.4 76.66 

Score (~;,;) 
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nBLE J--RECOGNITION SCORE FOR HINDI VOWELS 
Actual Vowel Class 

Classified 
as 

iii 
/a/ 

9 
/a ;1 /1/ IU; /EI /0/ 

!a:/ 
I[! 
!U, 

J 10 
20 

10 
lEI 10 
/0/ 20 

Recognition 
Score (%) 90.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100,0 

TABLE 4 - TYPICAL VALUES OF FORMANT FRE�
QUENCIES FOR HINDI VOWEL [i:} UTTERED BY THREE� 

SPEAKERS AND THEIR RECOGNITION RATE� 
Speaker FI(Hz) F,(Hz} Fs(Hz) No. of Correct� 

samples Rate (%) 
x 350 ~350 2800 38 89.47 
y 350 2250 2700 66 90,90 
z 300 2350 3000 66 100.00 

/u-
Hindi vowels consist of 8 classes (fol, la:/, Iii-I, Ii), 
I 
/, III:!, lEI and IO/) and number of samples were 

only 10 for each class. As in the TeJugu vowels 
longer and shorter subsets were pooled together in 
the same category and recognition rate obtained by 
this method is shown in Table 3. 

Second recognition scheme described in the last 
section was applied to the problem of speaker identi
fication. Typical formant frequencies for vowel 
[i:] uttered by 3 informants X, Yand Z say, in the 
age group of 28/30 years are tabulated in Table 4. 

As the third fonnant F3 is more significant com
pared to others for bearing information about sex 
and age of an informant, the recognition parameters 
choosen are (Fa/FI ) , (Fa/F2) and F9 • In this problem, 
N = 3, m = 3 and for reference prototypes in each 
class II = 5, For example, consider the feature of 
informant Y whose associated properties (eqn. 18) are 

PI = 0.9994626 
P2 = 0.9999990 
Ps = 0.0588235 

where :t't = 10.033, x2 = 1.3, Xs = 3100, E = 100 
and F = 2. 

Using equations (22) and (23) and taking constant 
A to be inverse of the standard deviation of the 
prototype features, the magnitudes of the similarity 
vectors for this pattern with reference to three classes 
are found to be 2.50, 2.986 and 2.965 respectively 
which indicate its appropriate containment. Present 
procedure was repeated entirely in the same fashion 
for the other events and net rate of identifications are 
mentioned in Table 4, 

CONCLUSION 

Use of fuzzy set to the classification problem of 
imprecisely defined patterns is experimented for 

,computer recognition'of speakers and spoken vowels, 
Knowledge of weighting co-efficients and reference 
vectors used in this paper could be available also 
from any size of samples selected within a class. 

For Telugu speech sounds, since vowel recognition is 

done irrespective of speakers, its net recognition rate 
is lowered as compared to Hindi vowels. 

In the problem of speaker identification, the 
machine was trained for each informant by 5 samples 
which can be changed to any size to have improved 
score. Further work on this algorithm and classi
fication of a number of male and female speakers in 
the different age groups is in progress. 
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